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ABSTRACT
Online dance class is, first of all, a matter of communication, of trying to experience
teaching and learning dance techniques in a different manner. Technically, dance is
integration of sound, rhythm, space and movement. All these technical characteristics
were restricted in online but, being receptive a teacher could discover new teaching
perspectives. Involving in practical and digital actions of online dance lessons students
have become familiar throughout the course with a multitude of innovating
techniques and procedures in terms of form and choreographic language. Online
lesson planning focused on the connection between art and digital power of the
present. The challenge is to find out how a dancer could use different body
movements and digital techniques to represent ideas, emotions and artistic images.
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INTRODUCTION
When the COVID 19 pandemic lock down has come to Romania on March last year, I
still have had a lot of choreography to teach my dance students and taking a break
wasn’t an option. First of all, I kept my mind open and tried to find the best way to
continue. Teaching live, online dance classes seemed to be the best option. But
everything needed to be changed – from lesson plan to classroom management
strategies.
WhatsApp and Skype platforms were the first resources we used in our online
dance classes then I discovered the Zoom platform which was great for dance
teaching because of its viewing and sound facilities.
Therefore, I should say, after an orientation period, together with my
students I got used to the online style and program and I could develop a creative and
engaging learning environment. My goal was to bring hope and a sense of community
to dance students. Additionally, the videos we created were saved and could be
useful for future activities.
The framework and tools I discovered for teaching dance virtually serve as
documentary base for organizing an international dance master-class in August 2020.
The study also identifies good practice examples that could become useful for dance
teachers in the future.
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PARTICULAR CHALLENGES IN ONLINE LEARNING EXPERIENCES
The construction and communication of knowledge in higher dance education had
specific terms, particular algorithms of making and delivery of the projected activities.
My course Choreographic Techniques refers to the theory and practice of
choreographic art since the mimetic primitive dance to the technique of classical
ballet and to the postmodern dance techniques, lasting 8 semesters.
The specific dance techniques were intended to be corroborated with a range
of creative choreographic methods used during humanity’s grand cultural epochs,
each with their historical and institutional conditioning. These particularities would be
analysed as specific techniques, procedures, strategies, tactics, and politics. The
course evinces a specific pedagogical structure, as well as a specific performance and
choreo-logical structure: dance technique and the choreographic method become
strategy, choreographic style, involving special types of correlation between
choreographer-dancer-audience.
The study of choreographic phenomena is taking into account the spatial and
temporal context determined by the historical epoch and by the geographical space,
as well as by the cultural-aesthetic context specific to the grand trends of human
culture.
Thus, the study of dance techniques was structured according to three levels:
the specificity of choreographic language; dance technique algorithms; correlations
between dance and music.
Dance technique requires the involvement, the participation through
performance, and the message, the communication, as well as the perception of the
choreographic outcome, all amounting to an aesthetic experience /experiment.
Taking these characteristics into account, the course Choreographic
Techniques aims at stimulating the students’ creative potential and finding original
choreographic ideas through a systemic, intuitive, reflexive approach of work
techniques and methods specific to choreography, by employing the classical and
modern choreographic values and languages.
General goals of the course are mostly practical: to work in a specific dance
technique, to perform choreographic experiments according to a certain technique
and to dance in exam-performances every semester. All these were to be adapted to
remote activities when the school was closed due to Corona virus pandemic in March
2020.
We need to reshape the space we work from (mostly our living rooms,
bedrooms, terraces or gardens), we need to rethink the terms and notions of
choreographic art (gesture, mimic, movement, pantomime, dance, choreography,
etc.) according to virtual context. For example, working in front of the camera
automatically change the way of demonstrating and imitating dance steps and figures
in the teaching-learning process.
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Working in the mirror with the teacher seems to be more difficult than we
initially thought – it took a few days until students got used to watch and follow to the
teacher who moved to the right while the image of the movement appears to the left
side on the computer screen. Usually, in a dance class the teacher stands in front of
the students while demonstrating dance steps. Students are positioned behind the
teacher and they easily followed and imitated the teacher’s movements. But, when
teacher has to stand in front of a camera the image that students see is in the mirror,
thus they need practice to adjust to the new normal dance class.
Trying to facilitate the process of accommodating the online dance classes, I
found out the functionality of the three steps method:
 step 1: teacher demonstrates the first part of a dance exercise (16 musical
measures)
 step 2: every student learns and execute the first part of the proposed
exercise
 step3: every student has to continue and finalise the exercise in his/her own
way (16 musical measures).
This method enables teacher to verify and evaluate the students’
understanding of the learning material and the level of knowledge, and it helps
students to develop musical-choreographic skillsas well.
Targeting technical and artistic capabilities of dance students started a
challenging process because we worked remotely via Skype or zoom and sometimes
the sound of music had a bit of delay or we had music and image interruptions due to
internet problems. These restrictive conditions were seen as a challenge, a new
normal situation and, once again, the technology has been seen as an additional tool
for dance composition.
UNIT PLAN DESIGN AND CURRICULUM CREATION
Online dance class was, first of all, a matter of communication, of trying to experience
teaching and learning dance techniques in a different manner. Technically, dance is
integration of sound, rhythm, space and movement. All these technical characteristics
were restricted in online but, being receptive I discovered new teaching perspectives.
Lesson planning focused on the connection between art and digital power of
the present. The challenge is to find out how a dancer could use different body
movements and digital techniques to represent ideas, emotions and artistic images.
Focusing on the design of learning that should be grounded on specific dance
techniques and pedagogically useful for students I created highlights for new content
in the new context. Dance practices are been reshaped as teacher and students have
access to this new computer-supported collaborative learning system that is much
more different from the familiar physical environment they were used to.
Online dance classes should make the transition from the typically structure
of a classical ballet lesson that took place in a conventional space of a dance studio to
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one of the features of the present performing art of dance – the unconventional
space.
Using properly the unconventional space we had (rooms, kitchens, terraces,
etc.) and learning how to use digitally tools for teach and learn body movements,all of
us – teacher and students – became more and more confident in our ability to express
feelings musically by dance. Offering guided imagery to the students I designed a unit
plan for every class, curriculum creation aimed the development of both aesthetic
and technical dance acquisitions.
Preparing dance curriculum for online classes I faced special challenges in
order to realize:






Coordination of body movements according to online sound of music(rhythm,
tempo, dynamics, form, rhythmic design, etc.)
Free orientation in space according to the given choreographic design,in spite
of limited and improper space
Movement with a correct posture andappropriate dance technique
Expressive performance of movements and expressing the specific features of
the dance
Thorough learning of the choreographic materials specific to a certain dance
technique.

The process of articulated my own model of online lesson plan force me to follow
the old adage that “the surest way to learn about subject matter is to have to teach
it”. In that respect, when I conceived a projected course plan as a required model for
my students at dance pedagogy department I have to think about the framework, the
methodology and the tools for online teaching, and I have to predict the implications
and the reason of using them.The model of a unit plan design was developed in
connection with the specialists from the Didactic Department of the National
Academy “Gheorghe Dima” from Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
Below there is an example of one of my Choreographic Techniques course plan,
curriculum level 3 (for the first semester of the third year students):

Limon Dance Technique Online Course Plan
Curriculum level 3 (Choreographic Techniques)
Total hours: 14
Unit
learning
and Focus
Theoretica
l concepts
of Limon
dance
technique

Achievement
Objectives

Learning
Outcomes

Students will
become
familiar to
theoretical
concepts and

Students will:
-identify key
danceelement
s
-share and

Learning
Experience
s
Use the
videos of
Limon
Dance and
lesson
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Year 3 (14 courses; 1hrs/wk)
Assessment
of Learning

Resource
s

Hrs
.

-T. provides
a PPT
description
of the Limon
dance

Laptop
Skype
platform
Videos
from web

2
hrs.

Unit
learning
and Focus

Explore
and use
dance
elements

Compose
individual
dance
sequence

Achievement
Objectives

Learning
Outcomes

Learning
Experience
s
sequences
as written
on syllabus

terminology
used in
Limon
technique

discuss
movement
vocabulary

Students will
learn,
present and
respond to
dance
technique
requirement:
Alignment
Succession
Opposition
Potential and
kinetic
energy
Fall
Weight
Recovery and
Rebound
Suspension
Isolations

Students will:
-learn and
present Limon
dance training
exercises
-use dance
elements to
develop
simple dance
phrases

Explore and
use specific
dance
elements

Students will:
Observing,
processing,
performing,

Students will:
- do
choreographic
experiments

Using
knowledge
of Limon
dance

Practice
and
perform
specific
exercises of
Limon
dance
technique
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Assessment
of Learning
features
-view and
discuss
videos of
Limon’s
dance forms
-Teacher
demonstrate
s and
explains the
way dance
elements
have to be
executed
and how
they could
be combined
in specific
dance
exercises
-video dance
phrases/
exercises
and view to
offer ideas to
forward
-Students
perform
each
exercise
-T. observe
and provide
formative
feedback to
dance
exercises
-S. share
responses
after viewing
dance
exercises
-T. selects
and refines
some of
dance ideas

Resource
s

Hrs
.

Laptop
Skype
platform
Web
camera
Recorded
videos
Music CD

8-9
hrs.

Laptop
Skype
platform
Web

3-4
hrs.

Unit
learning
and Focus

Achievement
Objectives

Learning
Outcomes

synthesizing,
researching
significant
choreographi
c ideas

according to
Limon dance
technique

Learning
Experience
s
technique
in creating
own dance
combinatio
n and
compositio
n

Assessment
of Learning

Resource
s

and sets up
the content
of a piece of
work.
- T. gives
feedback
and feed
forward.
-S. compare
different
dance
exercises
and
determine
the specific
features of
dance
composition.

camera
Recorded
videos
Music CD

Hrs
.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Dance classes rely on the teaching and learning methods of a specific technique
whose perfection is achieved by means of a prolonged practice, pursuing the
formation and perfection of the instrument – the human body – for the correlation of
its various movements.
In our academic curriculum, the study of various choreographic techniques
amounts to 4 years. The material stipulated in the curriculum: placement,
coordination, balance, jumps, turns, training and development of the physical
stamina, must be taught gradually, taking into consideration special dance rooms and
various stage spaces.
In relationship to the destination and the character of the subject included in
the curriculum, the common dance lesson has two parts: in the first part the focus is
on the training issues, while in the second part the focus is on studying and perfecting
the stage moves and the dance phrases that they are composed of.
The first part of the dance class consists of warm up exercises, which are a
kind of introduction to the lesson. They are necessary not merely for warming up the
muscular system and for preparing what is going to happen in the centre of the dance
studio, but also for the continuous strengthening and development of the necessary
physical skills. This is also the place where every new technical element is studied and
practiced.
Online warming up exercises need discipline so I proposed my students to
treat the webcam as a person and I did constantly stand in front of the camera
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practicing and giving them feedback and feed forward for every movement they did. I
thought that the teacher should model a positive attitude and respect for all even in
remote class.
Working from our own homes doesn’t mean that is no longer a dress code for
dance class – the proper equipment is necessary in order to adequately assigned
exercises. So, always we got dressed for the online classes the same way we would
have got dressed when we went to school.
Warm up exercises are necessary to develop the students’ endurance for
muscular and respiratory effort, too. The tempo and rhythm of technical dance
elements execution should always be adapted to the scope of knowledge and
competences accumulated by the students of the respective class. But the space of
students’ houses has a lot more limitations for being the proper place to learn and
practice dance steps and figures.
Limitation of space is a general issue in online dance class so we had to
manage the improper floor problems or the restricted area of movement around the
room, or even the impossibility of doing jumps or turns. During the long period of
remote dance class, as a dance teacher and a choreographer I tried to proactively
manage my virtual classroom moving the accent from the accurate technique
execution to the meaning of a dance movement.
Online dance training exercises could continue to develop and perfect only a
few of the technical elements acquired through in-person dance class, but creativity
has no boundaries.I tried to design my virtual dance lessons comprising a set of
exercises meant to free the body from the rigidity of the technical exercises and
aiming at body expressivity and developing musicality. The main concern, particularly
in the advanced years, is concentrated around the pose, the malleability, the
expressiveness of the movement and the perfecting of the character, rhythm, and
style of execution. Complex dance steps and technical difficulties were adapted to
every student individually and to every space conditions they had, in order to avoid
accidents.
The focus on my online dance classes had been on developing each student’s
artistic personality, working differently according to their abilities, technical skills,
temperament features. I tried to turn the disadvantages into opportunities and
ensured students that in practicing any virtuosity techniques and elements, they
should never forget that a professional dance career involves the development of
their artistic spirit at the same time as their acrobatic abilities. This is what
differentiates art from any kind of sport: dance does not merely display physical
abilities, it does not aim to win a competition, the art of dance aims to arouse the
audience’s sensitivity and emotions.
Turning weakness into strength, the online dance classes showed us that the
simplest gestures could be transformed into an intelligible gestural language: the
body position, the attitude, the gait, the expressions and movements, either
descriptive or active, can translate feelings and ideas, acquiring, by training and
perseverance, a symbolic significance.
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Dance vocabulary of the virtual class searched for common, general terms,
eliminating rare and picturesque movements, so as to create a clear, simple, and
nuanced language. The online creation of choreography also established a true code
of movements.
A technique specific to online dancing crystallized gradually, relying on several
experimental principles. Dance technique relied particularly on the available space of
every participant. The dance steps were combined depending on participants’ private
space and on their web camera. Yet, choreographicmaterials will aim at a very solid
acquisition of the knowledge and the ability of its implementation in the practical
activity. Students have quickly adapted to the huge changes brought by Corona virus
pandemic, and as a teacher I strived to adopt and to adjust strategies for online dance
teaching without losing quality.
The new pedagogy we were talking about in the past has come – virtual
teaching and learning process has begun and we have to face it successfully. Internet
has become the essential link and the principal means of teaching and learning
process. A lot of meetings, conferences and webinars about online classroom
strategies took place on 2020,and I was very interested to attend to some of them,
i.e.Distance learning and online courses; Premises of virtual communication in
vocational education system, etc.
Searching and sharing tips with the virtual community of dance teachers we
concluded that the content of each online dance course must be structured in such a
way as to lead to a gradual order of learning the specific dance techniquestaking into
account the real limitations of working space and ensuring safety in the workplace at
the same time.
Each dance unit comprised auxiliary materials that have contributed to a good
understanding of the taught dance techniques. The educational materials also
included recorded applicative exercises, audio and video materials, bibliographic
references, homework assignments.
ONLINE DANCE IMPROVISATION AS A COGNITIVE TOOL
As Krista Glazewski anticipated in her articleToward Understanding the
Practice and Potential of Educational Technologies on Our Campuses: Should We Be
Skeptics First?(Adesope&Rud, 2019, pp.31-49), computer-based teaching and learning
process and curricular innovations has become suddenly a necessity at the beginning
of the 2020. Teachers all over the world have to explore and practice digital
technology in their classes even if they were prepared or not to do it. Digital
technology is an excellent means of support if teacher knows how and under what
conditions he/she might adopt and adapt to new practices. My experience in
designing and teaching online dance courses make me to desire to share it with my
colleagues and choreographers from other dance academies.
In this respect, the idea of coordinating an Online Dance Master-class was a
challenge and a project that proved to be successful. The second edition of National
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Academy of Music “Gheorghe Dima” Summer Academy had offered the opportunity
of an International Dance Master-class – Move on line– with three choreographers
from three prestigious European universities. Master-classes, free of charge, had
been on 24, 25, 26 August 2020, from 11 to 14 o’clock, on Zoom platform.
Rosa Belen Ardid from Superior Conservatory of Dance, Alicante, Spain,
taught a practical course in Release Technique. With Dino Verga from National Dance
Academy, Rome, Italy students workedCunningham Technique - training and
composition. Nicoleta Demian from National Music Academy, Cluj, Romania proposed
a set of exercises of improvisation and compositionin which dancers’ body movements
led musical structures that had been played live at piano, viola, cello and violin by
students-musicians coordinated by the composer Iulia Cibisescu-Duran.

Figure 1: Poster of the International Dance Master-class, August 2020
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Findings from my empirical research showed that online dance improvisation
fostered learning and comprehension of the specific body language in choreography.
Also, it increased the quality of expressing emotions, feelings and ideas through
dance. The online dance master-class was a medium that create a link between
motivation, engagement, attitude, and knowledge gains. By a positive attitude toward
online classes the goal of learn dance techniques regardless of space and time
inconveniences increases the engagement and motivation among the students.
Considering online dance improvisation a cognitive tool I intended to change
students’ preconception about dance limitations – dance in front of web camera
reaches some problems but it could stimulate new kinds of knowledge, could built
new mental and physical constructions, and through new body experiments they
could reach to proper gestures and body movements, to an expressive and
meaningful dance form.
Dance improvisation set up a spatial and a temporal rhythm: sometimes the
spatial rhythm comes first, other times the temporal rhythm made dance more
exciting and accessible. The music is frequently used in dance compositions in order
to configure and structured its movements. My online dance improvisation classes
comprised different exercises by which students (and musicians as well) had
experienced various compositional approaches; some of them are mentioned below:
Exercise 1 - warming up: every musician played 32 musical measures while
dancers did their warming up exercises.
Exercise 2 - a body part led the music: dancers were divided into groups of 3-5
members. Each group shared a body part with a specific instrument while improvising
– hands with the piano; legs with the violin; head with viola; torso with cello.
Exercise 3 – symbolizing objects: the sound of every instrument symbolized a
specific object (violin was a flame; cello was a tree; piano was a book; viola was a veil)
– musicians took over from each other after every 8 musical measures while dancers
moved only when their chosen instrument played. Moreover, dancers had to
corporealize the object they chose.
Exercise 4 – symbolizing weather phenomena: the sound of every instrument
symbolized a specific phenomenon (violin was wind; piano was rain; cello was storm)
- musicians took over from each other after every 8 musical measures while dancers
moved only when their chosen instrument played. Moreover, dancers had to do
movements inspired of the weather phenomenon they chose.
Every exercise of music and dance improvisation developed the sense of
rhythm, developed musicality and students learned thatmusic and dance languages
relied on an equation that includes:time, rhythm, form,symmetryrelated tospace,
dynamics, style and expressivity. Space was not the only thing that was changed, we
also have to change the way of communication.
By dance improvisation students are able to engage in active, mindful and
purposeful interpretation and reflection. Even in online environment dance students
could participate and interact with the surrounding environment to create their own
interpretations of tasks.
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Most of all,through our online music and dance classes we both teacher and
studentsexperimentedand explored all the aspects of virtual teaching and learning
process gearing up for a challenging yet meaningful artistic activity. Involving in
practical and digital actions of online dance lessons students have become familiar
throughout the course with a multitude of innovating techniques and procedures in
terms of form and choreographic language.
CONCLUSIONS
Students’ learning, motivation and engagement are extremely relevant in the
teaching and learning process in order to achieve the specific competencies. The
pandemic context when we have to face the remote dance education, computerbased skills and learner centered way of teaching got new dimensions. As a dance
teacher, I had to learn how to control technological tools and to transform them into
cognitive tools in order to help learners organize, restructure, and represent what
they know.
Designing, organizing, supervising, coordinating and evaluating online classes
and artistic events, including the specific contents of the curriculum of choreographic
techniques, encouraged me to support students’ self-evaluation and to ensure their
adaptability to these challenging circumstances that seriously affect their access to
the job market.
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